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regarding the effect of respiration on BP measurement
has not been fully understood, it is generally believed that
respiration influences the central venous pressure through
the chest expansion and compression, and then influences
stroke volume [6].
Oscillometric cuff pressure pulses (OscP) are
commonly used for automatic non-invasive BP
determination. Zheng et al. [6] demonstrated the
modulation effect of respiration on OscP under static cuff
pressure. Our recent work extended Zheng et al.’s study
and showed that respiration has amplitude modulation
effect on OscP even under deflating cuff pressure during
standard BP measurement [7].
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is little
information available on the phase shift between
reference respiration signal (Resp) and respiratory
modulation signal derived from OscP during BP
measurement. This study aimed to provide this
information and investigate the effect of breathing pattern
on the phase shift.

Abstract
Respiration influences the oscillometric cuff pressure
waveform from which blood pressure (BP) is estimated.
However, there is little information available on the
phase shift between reference respiration signal and
respiratory modulation signal from oscillometric cuff
pressure pulses (OscP) during BP measurement. This
study aimed to provide this information and investigate
the effect of breathing pattern on the phase difference.
Two manual BP measurements were performed on 20
subjects under both normal and deep breathing
conditions. During linear cuff deflation, OscP and
respiration signal (Resp) were digitally recorded.
Respiratory modulation signal was derived from pulse
interval of OscP. After filtering the Resp and respiratory
modulation signal with a bandpass filter, phase shift was
calculated by cross spectral analysis, and then compared
between the two measurement conditions.
Experimental results showed that there was phase shift
between Resp and respiratory modulation signal from
OscP under both normal (phase difference 0.20±0.09
rad) and regular deep breathing (phase difference
0.64±0.19 rad) conditions. Statistical analysis showed
that deep breathing significantly (p<0.05) increased
phase shift in comparison with normal breathing.
In conclusion, this study demonstrated the presence of
phase shift between respiration signal and respiratory
modulation signal from OscP during BP measurement
and that the phase shift is associated with breathing
pattern.

1.

Method

2.1.

Experimental setup

Twenty healthy subjects (ten males and ten females;
aged from 23 to 65 years) were enrolled in the study.
Their mean ± SD of age, height and weight were 39±16
years, 175±8 cm and 72±10 kg, respectively. This study
was carried out according to the Declaration of Helsinki
(1989) of the world Medical Association, and was
approved by the locally appointed ethics committee.
Informed and written consent was obtained from all
subjects. Anonymised data was analysed.
For each subject, there was three repeated sessions.
Within each session, two manual BP measurements were
performed under both normal and regular deep breathing
conditions by a trained operator following the

Introduction

It has been widely accepted that respiration is one of
the main factors affecting blood pressure (BP)
measurements [1-5]. Although the underlying mechanism
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recommendations of the European Society of
Hypertension [8]. A one-minute resting period was given
between every two consecutive measurements within a
session to allow cardiovascular stabilization.
During manual BP measurement, the linearly deflating
cuff pressure signal and reference Resp signal (from a
chest magnetometer for detecting chest wall movement)
were digitally recorded to a computer at 2 kHz of
sampling rate [9].

2.2.

corresponding frequency is respiratory frequency. (c) The
Resp signal filtered by a bandpass filter (central
frequency: respiratory frequency, bandwidth: 0.06 Hz).

Signal processing

The procedure of obtaining the phase shift between
Resp and respiratory modulation signal from OscP
included three steps: (1) Resp signal processing as shown
in Fig. 1; (2) OscP signal processing to obtain the
respiratory modulation signal (Fig. 2); and (3) cross
correlation analysis. The details of the above signal
processing procedures are described below.
Figure 1 (a) shows the originally recorded reference
Resp signal. Firstly, the normalized power spectrum
density (PSD) of Resp was estimated by Welch
periodogram between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz with the frequency
resolution of 0.001 Hz. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), the peak
of the normalized PSD is marked with a red star and its
corresponding frequency is the respiratory frequency. The
Resp signal was then filtered by a bandpass filter (central
frequency: respiratory frequency, bandwidth: 0.06 Hz)
and stored for cross correlation analysis in the next step.

Figure 2. Oscillometric cuff pressure (OscP) signal
processing and cross correlation analysis. (a) The linearly
deflating cuff pressure signal. (b) The derived OscP
signal. Each red x-mark in (b) indicates the maximum
slope point of each OscP pulse, and the red double arrow
indicates a pulse interval. (c) Stair-step graph shows the
pulse interval series from OscP. (d) The normalized
respiratory frequency modulation signal acquired from
the pulse interval series through cubic spline
interpolation. (e) Respiratory frequency modulation
signal after bandpass filter. (f) Cross-correlation between
filtered Resp and respiratory frequency modulation
signal. The red arrow in (f) indicates the phase shift
between the reference Resp signal and respiratory
modulation signal.

Figure 2 (a) shows the originally recorded cuff
pressure signal between 50 to 160 mmHg, and (b) shows
the derived OscP pulses superimposed on the linearly
deflating cuff pressure. The maximum slope points of
each OscP pulse were then located by searching the peak
of its first-order derivative signal, which are shown in
Figure 2 (b) using red x-marks. Next, OscP pulse interval

Figure 1. Reference respiration signal processing
procedure. (a) The original Resp signal. (b) Power
spectrum density of the original Resp signal. Red star
indicates the peak of the power spectrum density, and its
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was acquired through calculating the time interval of the
adjacent maximum slope points of OscP, which was used
to construct the time interval series, as shown in Fig. 2 (c).
The interval series was then further processed by cubic
spline interpolation with a sample rate of 4 Hz to obtain
the frequency modulation signal, which was then filtered
by the same bandpass filter for the Resp signal.
Finally, the bandpass filtered Resp signal and the
frequency modulation signal were used for cross
correlation analysis. The phase shift between Resp and
the frequency modulation signal was calculated as the
phase difference between the valley nearest to the zerolag point of the cross correlation function and the zero-lag
point, as shown in Fig. 2 (f).

2.3.

respiration signal and respiratory modulation signal from
OscP under static cuff pressure condition, and also
showed the existence of a positive phase shift between the
two signals, which is consistent with the finding in this
work.

Statistical analysis

Results are presented as mean ± standard error of mean
(SEM). The paired t test (with a significance level of
α=0.05) was used to assess the difference of measured
BP, respiratory frequency and phase shift between the
two breathing patterns (normal and deep breathings).

3.

Results

As expected, when compared with the normal
breathing condition, deep breathing significantly
decreased SBP from 116 ± 2 mmHg to 111 ± 2 mmHg,
DBP from 76 ± 2 mmHg to 72 ± 2 mmHg and respiratory
frequency from 0.25 ± 0.01 Hz to 0.17 ± 0.01 Hz (all
p<0.001), indicating that the experiment data were
suitable for studying the effect of different breathing
pattern on phase shift.
Figure 3 shows all the phase shifts between Resp and
respiratory modulation signal from OscP under both
normal breathing and regular deep breathing conditions.
Statistical analysis showed that there was significant and
positive phase shift (p<0.05) between Resp and
respiratory modulation signal from OscP under both
breathing conditions. The mean ± SEM of phase shift was
0.20±0.09 rad under the normal breathing condition and
0.64±0.19 rad under the deep breathing condition.
Statistical analysis also showed that deep breathing
significantly (p<0.05) increased phase shift in comparison
with normal breathing.

4.

Figure 3. Scatter plots of all phase shift data between
reference Resp and respiratory modulation signal from
OscP under (a) normal breathing and (b) regular deep
breathing conditions.

Our results also showed that deep breathing
significantly increased phase shift. This agreed with Sin
et al.’s study [10] where the increased phase delay
between respiratory signal and respiratory modulation on
beat-to-beat BP waveform was observed with decreasing
respiratory rate.
In conclusion, this study demonstrated the presence of
phase shift between respiration signal and respiratory
modulation signal from OscP during blood pressure
measurement. In addition, the phase shift was found to be
associated with the breathing pattern.

Discussion and conclusion
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